Kia is the newest and most exciting force of change in the automotive world and we are
ready to change the way you feel and think about driving. More than just a promise, we are
committed to making driving a true pleasure for customers across the globe. With youthful
and dynamic styling and the latest in advanced technologies, Kia cars are turning heads the
world over with the power to surprise. From the Picanto to the Mohave, Kia offers a full
lineup of sedans, SUVs and MPVs that are not only practical and stylish but downright
exhilarating to drive. Keep your eyes on Kia because our best has yet to come.

About Kia Motors Corporation
Kia Motors Corporation (www.kia.com) – a maker of quality vehicles for the young-at-heart
– was founded in 1944 and is Korea's oldest manufacturer of motor vehicles. Over 3 million
Kia vehicles a year are produced at 10 manufacturing and assembly operations in five
countries which are then sold and serviced through a network of distributors and dealers
covering around 180 countries. Kia today has over 50,000 employees worldwide and annual
revenues of nearly US$44 billion. It is the major sponsor of the Australian Open and an
official automotive partner of FIFA – the governing body of the FIFA World Cup™. Kia Motors
Corporation's brand slogan – "The Power to Surprise" – represents the company's global
commitment to surprise the world by providing exciting and inspiring experiences that go
beyond expectations.
http://www.facebook.com/Kiamotorsworldwide

https://www.instagram.com/kiamotorsworldwide

http://www.youtube.com/KiaBUZZ

http://Kia-buzz.com

Kia Motors Corporation
www.kia.com
1806-DC-KM/EU-LHD
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Break completely
free from routine
With eye-catching contours and confident handling, the Kia Stonic brings
fresh excitement to the Compact Utility Vehicle. The visual tension of
its bold lines hints at adventure. Its roomy interior, ample power and
stable ride promise lasting contentment.

A friendly yet
strong disposition
Aggressive front styling sets the signature Kia grille between
bi-function headlamps. A large lower intake draws in enginecooling air, while side intakes direct airflow to the wheelwells
to help cut turbulence and cool the brakes.

The graceful side
of utility
From behind, the agile Stonic makes a striking impression with its
dramatically raked, spoiler-capped rear window, and three-dimensional
LED rear combination lamps, Its muscular fenders, bumper and airflow
regulating skid plate project strength and practicality.

Your personal link to
all its powers
In the Stonic, clean, sculpted contours please the eye, and driving is refreshingly fun. The
steering wheel is shaped to stay clear of your legs and the shift knob and other controls
are positioned for quick engagement. Staying focused is the name of the game.

Strictly on a
need-to-know basis
The Stonic puts crucial information right where you need it, while banishing
distractions. Vehicle data is close to the forward line of vision. Other interfaces
are simply arranged, including map directions and entertainment in the center
floating display.

3.5-inch Supervision cluster Between the speedometer and tachometer, this screen displays auto, audio,
navigation and parking information. An optional TFT-LCD screen offers multiple languages and pop-up messages.
Aux & USB Front Charger Connect audio devices with a 3.5mm (analog) jack. A USB outlet lets you connect or
simply charge mobile devices.

Rear USB Charging port A USB jack at the rear of the center console lets rear-seat occupants charge USB devices
while they ride.

Bluetooth The Bluetooth technology gives you handsfree access to your phone and its functions.

front

Digital Audio Broadcating DAB uses a digital signal to
deliver the best levels of clarity and performance over
the radio, as well as program and track information.

7” Touchscreen Display The 7" TFT-LCD floating display

Voice recognition This optional feature lets you use

offers TomTom Service, SD-Card Navigation, DAB radio,
and Apple® CarPlay and Android Auto connectivity. It also
includes the back-up camera display.

your smartphone's voice recognition and command
functionalities via either Google Android Auto or Apple
CarPlay. Available only on trims with AVN.

rear

Dedicated to maintaining your cool
The roomy interior can seat up to five people with ample space for stretching and relaxing.
Up-to-date entertainment choices, automatic air conditioning, and heated front seats make
the ride even more welcoming.

More capacity means
more capability
A compact SUV like the Stonic is designed to put plans and dreams in
motion. Its spacious interior and cargo flexibility make it easy to set out on
adventures, and get more things done in the course of a day.

Folding 2nd-row seats Rear seats fold nearly flat, so you can fit long or bulky items in an extended cargo space.
60:40 split-folding rear seats The rear seatbacks split 60:40 and fold flat separately, offering you useful choices
for managing cargo and passenger space.
Adjustable cargo floor Position the cargo-area floor board higher, to be flush with the folded seat backs, or lower, to
accommodate tall items.

Covering shelf A rear shelf keeps cargo out of
view. Attached to the rear gate by cords, it lifts
out of the way when the gate is opened.

Luggage net An elasticized luggage net keeps
luggage and cargo from moving around in the
cargo space.

1.0 T-GDi

1.2 MPI

1.4 MPI

998

1,248

1,368

1,582

120/6,000

84/6,000

100/6,000

110/4,000

Max. torque (kg·m/rpm)

17.5/0,000

12.4/4,000

13.6/3,500

26.5/1,500~2,750

Mated transmission

5M/T, 6M/T
7DCT

5M/T

6M/T, 6A/T

6M/T

Engine
Displacement (cc)
Max. power (ps/rpm)

Tap into precisely matched
applications of power
The Stonic is offered with four engines, three gasoline and one diesel, to suit a wide range
of needs. Paired with a performance-oriented manual transmission, each combines
remarkable power and appealing efficiency.

1.6 CRDi

Manual transmission
The 5-speed and 6-speed transmissions
are responsive and smooth-shifting. Their
gear ratios are matched to engine torque
curves, optimizing power and efficiency.

5 M/T

6 M/T

Placing safety above
all else

24

%

stronger through added AHSS

The Stonic uses more Advanced High Strength Steel (AHSS) than
previous models that share its platform, resulting in 24% greater
average tensile strength. This makes the body phenomenally rigid,
enhancing cabin protection as well as dynamic performance.

Protecting the people inside is always the highest priority.
The Stonic is engineered to help drivers stay out of trouble and to manage
collision forces in ways that minimize the potential of harm to occupants.

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) When you're on a steep upward incline, pulling away from a standing start can
be a worrying experience. HAC stops you from rolling backwards.

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM) Working in concert with the Motor Driven Power Steering, VSM helps
ensure that the Stonic remains stable when simultaneously braking and cornering.

Torque Vectoring by braking (TVBB) TVBB is the brake-based torque vectoring system that selectively brakes
the inside front wheel when cornering to keep that wheel from spinning.

97

m

of structural adhesive

With 50% more structural adhesive than is found in some competitor
CUVs, the all-new Stonic is both rigid and light, and offers
outstanding noise, vibration and harshness management.

6

airbags

Protection includes front airbags for the driver and front-seat
passenger, two airbags at the sides, and two curtain airbags running
the length of the cabin.

8

zones

zones with hot-stamped
components

The Stonic features hot-stamping of components in 8 core stress
areas, contributing to exceptional rigidity. The strengthened body
structure helps provide improved crash protection.

A good way to travel,
wherever you go
Discovering new places and experiences is a lot easier to imagine when
you know you’re backed up by a solid network of safety technologies.
They not only look out for you, but also add to the dynamic enjoyment
of driving.

Quick reflexes
enhanced by technology
With Drive Wise technology, being at the wheel is simply more satisfying.
Whether you’re parking, maneuvering city streets, or on the expressway, Drive Wise
features watch out for trouble, alert you, and even step in, to help you stay in the clear.

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW) When you back out of a parking spot or driveway, radar-based
RCCW warns you if it detects cross traffic in the lane the vehicle is entering.

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW) Using radar to monitor the sides and rear of the vehicle, BCW employs
visual alerts to inform the driver about vehicles in the blind spot, for easier and safer lane changes.

LKA-L/R (Lane Keeping Assist-Line/Road-Edge) No need to worry about drifting out of your lane. The Lane Keep
Assist System alerts you and even steers you back into place to keep you exactly where you need to be.

High Beam Assist (HBA) Responding automatically to the brightness of the lights of other vehicles and road
conditions, HBA switches off the high beams temporarily, to reduce glare that may affect other drivers.

Driver Attention Warning (DAW) To help prevent distracted or drowsy driving, DAW monitors driver and vehicle inputs.
If it senses reduced attention, it sounds a chime and displays a warning in the supervision cluster.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA)
Safety

Convenience

Efficiency

DRIVE WiSE, Kia’s new sub-brand encompassing the latest Advanced Driver Assistance
System (ADAS) technologies, ensures the ultimate in occupant and pedestrian safety
while never sacrificing the pleasure of driving. DRIVE WiSE will take away the
tediousness and fatigue from even the most stressful daily commutes.

Combining radar and camera data, FCA activates
the brakes when it detects sudden braking by a car
ahead, and can stop completely from speeds up to
80 km/h. If FCA senses a pedestrian ahead, it warns
you. If you don’t respond, it will brake for you to
avoid or lessen impact.

Make it yours and
yours alone
Now that you’ve seen the amazing things the Stonic can do, it’s time
to make the exciting decisions. It’s time to choose the colors,
materials and extras that will tell the world this Stonic all yours.

The colors of delight
The Stonic comes in refreshingly bold and lively colors that bring out the
best in its contours. You can even make your Stonic two-tone by choosing
one of the many special roof-color options.

Clear white _ UD

Silky silver _ 4SS

Platinum graphite _ ABT

Urban green _ URG

Signal red _ BEG

Smoke blue _ EU3

Deep sienna brown _ SEN

Most yellow _ MYW

UD-ABP

4SS-ABP

ABT-ARG

URG-ABP

BEG-UD

EU3-UD

SEN-ABP

MYW-ABP

UD-ARG

4SS-ARG

ABT-BEG

URG-ARG

BEG-ABP

EU3-ABP

2-TONE BODY COLOR
Aurora black pearl _ ABP
UD-BEG

4SS-BEG

ABT-EGR

Roof color

URG-EGR

Clear White (UD)
Aurora Black (ABP)

Body color
UD

4SS

ABT

URG

-

-

-

-

Tan Orange (ARG)
Signal Red (BEG)
UD-EGR

4SS-EGR

Electric Green (EGR)

-

BEG

-

EU3

-

SEN

MYW

ABP

-

-

-

-

-

Color packages
Colors can say a lot about your attitude toward life. The Stonic is available in exciting
combinations of exterior colors. Refreshingly lively interior color packages help to
complete the look, with appealingly coordinated seat stitching, embroidered
seat-back patterns, and dash and console trim elements.

Gray Two-tone Interior (Green PKG)

Gray Two-tone Interior (Gray PKG)
Gray Two-tone interior
(Green Package)

Gray Two-tone interior (Gray
Package)

Two-tone light and medium gray
artificial leather seats feature
bright green stitching. Breathable
gray cloth inserts include a
nailhead pattern, horizontal
embroidered stripes, and green
embossed accents that match
the tone of the bright green trim
on the dash and center console.
Door armrests are a medium
gray.

Two-tone light and medium gray
artificial leather seats have
tasteful gray stitching, Soft,
breathable cloth inserts include a
nailhead pattern, horizontal
embroidered stripes, and gray
embossed accents that match
the medium gray tone of the
dash and center console trim and
door armrests.

Gray Two-tone Interior (Orange PKG)

Black One-tone Interior (Bronze PKG)
Gray Two-tone interior
(Orange Package)

Black One-tone interior
(Bronze Package)

Two-tone light and medium gray
artificial leather seats have
bright orange stitching.
Breathable gray cloth inserts
include a nailhead pattern,
horizontal embroidered stripes,
and orange embossed accents
that match the tone of the bright
orange trim on the dash and
center console. Door armrests
are a medium gray.

Saturn Black artificial leather
seats are stitched with bronzecolored thread, matching the
tone of the bronze-colored door,
dash and center console trim.

Seat and trim materials
Whether your style is urban or outdoorsy, there’s a Stonic interior treatment
that will provide you with lasting enjoyment. Choose from a variety of
tasteful and durable color and fabric treatments.

Black One-tone Interior

Gray Two-tone Interior
EX standard grade Saturn
Black cloth

EX optional grade Gray
artificial leather

A pleasing combination of soft
tricot and lightly patterned
woven cloth seat material
provides comfort and support.
The doors and dash feature trim
and painted metal in colors that
complement the shades of the
cloth trim.

Gray artificial leather trim is
embossed in a subtle diagonal
plaid arrangement of micro
perforations for breathability.
Matching trim on the doors and
dash give the interior a welcoming
ambience.

Black One-tone Interior

Black One-tone Interior
LX standard grade Black cloth
The interior is upholstered in a
combination of soft tricot and
woven cloth with a muted dark
gray pattern. The coordinated
door and dash trim provide a
consistently fresh and relaxing
environment.

EX optional grade Saturn
Black artificial leather
Saturn Black artificial leather trim
is embossed in a subtle diagonal
plaid arrangement of micro
perforations for breathability.
Consistently luxurious deep black
trim on the doors and dash give
the interior an elegant ambience.

Let’s make this personal
Smart Key & Button Start
When you have the Smart key with
you, start the ignition with a mere
push of a button.

Commutes? Weekend getaways? A sound chamber for music lovers? At a certain point, only you
can decide what a vehicle is for and what belongs in it. The Stonic is offered with a wealth of
equipment that can help make it feel like it was custom-made for you from the start.

Bridge-type roof rack Store bikes, luggage or bulky sporting goods securely on
the roof to preserve interior space and protect the upholstery from soil and
moisture.

Aero blade wipers Aerodynamic wiper Power windows Power window
blades maintain contact with the controls for the rear doors give rearwindshield, even at high speeds.
seat passengers control over how much
or little air to let in.

Manual A/C The manual air conditioning
includes dials for temperature, fan
speed and airflow points, with more
buttons for modes, defrosting and
recirculation.

Bi-projection headlamps Bi-projection
headlamps offer more precise illumination,
enabling you to better detect obstacles
and navigate the road ahead.

LED rear combination lamp LED rear
combination lamps illuminate instantly
and give the rear a modern, high-tech
appearance.

ISG (Idle Stop & Go) When you have the Metal pedal pads Add an authentically
Smart key with you, start the ignition sporty look and feel to the interior with
with a mere push of a button.
stainless finished metal pedal pads.

Heated front seats Heated front seats Heated steering wheel On cold
and seatbacks warm up quickly. Heating mornings, the heated steering wheel is
levels off after the desired level is more welcoming and easier to grip.
reached, for safety and comfort.

Electro-Chromic Mirror The electro- Rain sensor When it detects raindrops
chromic mirror automatically dims the on the windshield, the rain sensor and
most intense light sources in the mirror, activates the wipers accordingly.
retaining a clear view of other objects.

Skid plate An attractive, aerodynamically contoured skid plate below
the rear bumper helps protect the body
and fuel tank from scrapes.

Electric folding mirrors with side
repeaters The outside mirrors can be
folded and unfolded conveniently with
the push of a button. Repeater lights
make your intentions clear.

Overhead console lamp with sunglass
case An overhead console helps you stay
organized and keeps your sunglasses
high and dry, where you can find them
while keeping your eyes ahead.

Steering wheel audio remote Adjust Speed limiter / Auto cruise control
audio settings using just your thumb The auto cruise function can be
for enhanced driving safety.
activated using steering wheelmounted controls, making it easy to
set your desired speed.

Parking Distance Warning-Reverse
(PDW-R) When you back into a parking
spot, audible beeps alert you to the
distance to obstacles behind as you
reverse.

C e n t e r c o n s o l e a r m re s t
The
comfortable armrest is coordinated
with interior trim and integrated with a
console that includes two cupholders
and a sliding compartment.

Auto Temperature Control Auto
temperature control lets you select a
desired temperature for the system
to maintain. A digital readout displays
temperature and settings.

Tweeters High-quality high-range
speakers are strategically positioned
for clarity and balance with the other
speakers.

Sun visor illumination lamps Tasteful
LEDs beside the vanity mirror on the
driver-side sun visor light up to help
with last minute touch-ups.

Rear view camera with dynamic
guideline The rear view camera
projects dynamic, bending guidelines
onto the image in the 7-inch dash
display to recommend a path.

A closer harmony with nature

The finishing details
With its striking silhouette and muscular contours, the Stonic will draw
longing glances. Choose upgraded wheels, headlamps, taillamps
and trim details to make it your very own.

Kia Motors strives to produce cars that not only bring
happiness to people but also protect the well-being of our
planet. Cutting consumption and waste across the entire
automotive life cycle is a key factor. It requires a constant process of
monitoring and improvement through innovation.

Each workplace is set up to minimize the consumption of energy and natural
resources and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Our distribution system is
designed to reduce CO2 emissions through innovations in efficiency. And we
have established advanced recycling infrastructure to help limit the
environmental impact of end-of-life processing.

Our product design is rooted in green principles such as recyclability and
sustainability. Materials are selected for their composition and biodegradability.
And our vehicles now reflect wider and wider diversity in power sources. Our
EcoDynamics sub-brand showcases our new fuel-stretching and emissioncutting technologies such as hybrid, electric and hydrogen fuel cell powertrains.

At Kia Motors we are committed to finding solutions to environmental
challenges with technology that cuts energy consumption and helps combat
climate change. If you feel the same way about preserving the environment
and ensuring a brighter future for younger generations, then we have just
the vehicle for you.
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K

0.24K
0.23K
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0.33K

Dimensions (mm)

Wheels

*17-inch wheel based / **with roof rack

**1,520

830

2,580

730

4,140

1,532

15-inch Steel Wheel

1,539

1,760
Unit (mm)

Overall length

4,140

Overhang (front/rear)

830/730

Overall width

1,760

Leg room (front/rear)

1,070/850

Overall height
Wheelbase
Wheeltread (front/rear)

**1,520
2,580
*1,532/1,539

Head room (front/rear)
Shoulder room (front/rear)
Min. ground clearance

996/975
1,375/1,355
*183

15-inch Alloy Wheel

All information contained herein was based upon the latest available information at the time of printing. Descriptions are believed to be correct, and Kia Motors Corporation makes every effort to ensure accuracy, however accuracy cannot be guaranteed. From time to time, Kia Motors Corporation may need to update or make changes
to the vehicle features and other vehicle information found in this brochure. Some vehicles shown include optional equipment that may not be available in some regions.
All video and camera screens shown are simulated. Kia Motors Corporation, by the publication and dissemination of this material, does not create any warranties, either
expressed or implied, for any Kia products. Contact your local Kia dealer for the most current information.

ⓒ 2018 Kia Motors Corporation. Reproduction of the contents of this material without the permission of Kia Motors Corporation is prohibited.

17-inch Alloy Wheel

0.33K
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12mm

